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full.

Today in luxury:

Luxury is one millennial trend traders should be following

Last weekend as my immediate family gathered from Melbourne, Nimbin (look it up), London and Los Angeles to
celebrate my sister's 30th birthday, we threw around some fun facts about the age milestone she was set to surmount,
per CNBC.

Click here to read the entire article on CNBC

The new home of style? Miami's residential fashion boom

Designers have long been drawn to Miami, with Gianni Versace, Calvin Klein and Tommy Hilfiger all having owned
homes there over the years, says Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Digital bank Tandem to acquire banking arm of UK's famous luxury department store Harrods

Following rumors that began circulating within London's fintech community as far back as June, digital-only or so-
called "challenger" bank Tandem has announced that it has signed an agreement to acquire Harrods Bank, the
banking arm of the U.K.'s most famous luxury department store, reports TechCrunch.

Click here to read the entire article on TechCrunch

The secret supplier to the world's top designers

The town of Ubrique in southern Spain is beautiful but remote. It doesn't have an airport or a train station and even
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buses are irregular, according to BBC News.

Click here to read the entire article on BBC News
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